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The new Release TIM v6.0 / TIM six is the most enormous change in TIM UI since the very beginning
in 2007. It's built on Angular 7 with PrimeNG and includes the automation frontend known as
processmanager and todo client.

All other existing user interfaces like Administration, Processrepository and Dashboard will be
provided in the new frontend in the next releases. As TIM six is a role based single page application
there is no need to login to other frontends anymore.

But see for yourself: Open http(s)://YOUR_SERVER_ADRESS_HERE/tim/client in your browser and
login with your already known credentials (if you're moving from another TIM Version)

As we fully support our common user interface (now so-called TIM roots) you are free to enable your
users using the new frontend whenever you want. You can even mix working on six or roots client in
the same process. Ask your TIM project manager for other dependencies.

Together with TIM six we release Dashboard v2.12 with sessionless authentication for better
scalability especially in cloud environments with automatic loadbalancing.

This document can be found at (https://taskinmotion.atlassian.net/wiki/spaces/TNR/pages/13021021
).38/Release+Notes+v6.0

Feel free to contact our support for further questions,

the TIM Development Team

Installation Artefacts

Available directly under - https://delivery-tim.s3.eu-central-1.amazonaws.com/tim_v6.0_full.zip

Software Requirements

Application Server
JBoss EAP 7.2
JBoss EAP 7.1
JBoss EAP 7.0
JBoss EAP 6.4, 6.3, 6.2

Databases / RDBMS
Oracle 12.2
MySQL 5.7
Microsoft SQL Server 2017 (CU8)

New features & improvements

Key Changelog

TNR-5317 Italian was added as translation to all old - so-called TIM Roots frontends

TNR-5316 Slovakian, Polish, Czech and Bulgarian were added as translation to all old - so-called TIM Roots
frontends

TNR-5297 Tasks can not be taken from i.e. group task list if another user is currently workin on its smartform

TNR-5293 EscalationManager.performPastReminders can now perform "unlimited" reminders in a row

TNR-5276 mandatoryHandler can now handle default values of select boxes in smartform - see
documentation

TNR-5166 Archivation mail texts can now be set dependent on tenant, process and locale

TNR-4949 document upload button is now blocked after first click to prevent duplicate uploads

TNR-4420 Userprofile popup in adminclient is now higher to prevent the need of scrolling

DASH-662 Dashboard version can be used without serverside session - perfect for loadbalanced
environments

9 issues
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Bugfixes

Known Issues

Timers added / changed

Key Changelog

TNR-5452 Document upload is working in IE11

TNR-5324 Security Vulnerability - details suppressed

TNR-5319 manual swimlane (re-)assignment can now only be done bei processowner

TNR-5306

TNR-5299 show correct information in migration client if no resource needs to be migrated

TNR-5044 duplicate check on user import now ignores deleted users and imports them again as new users

DASH-684 Adding widgets without an existing dashboard is not possible anymore

DASH-682 Renaming widget works now without exception message

DASH-673 Stacked column charts now use the specified colors

9 issues

Key Changelog

TNR-5508 Smartform entries are correctly taken over when using an instance as a template

TNR-5493 Subprocess tasks are now shown in the main process

TNR-5443 Resource overview and resource files are loaded faster

TNR-5426 Documents uploaded at process start are now properly reset and not shown anymore when starting
a new process

TNR-5418 Internet Explorer uses now EDGE mode to display client

TNR-5401 When starting process instance via webform the starting user does not have the right to attach
documents.

TNR-5400 Process Owners are now always able to see efforts of process instances (no process manager
rights needed anymore)

TNR-5398 SignalProcessInstanceByNodeName currently not working on MSSQL database

TNR-5363 Task mail links now do check the option set in the user profile.

TNR-5361 Processdescription is not shown in tooltip while hovering table row in six-frontend

TNR-5360 Layout of confirm dialog when taking a task from someone else is not showing a weird message
anymore

TNR-5359 Translations of process objects like task- and processnames are not shown in six front-end (works
in roots)

TNR-5355 Manual smartform locking is not possible yet as actionbutton is missing

TNR-5332 Adhoc Tasks can't be assingned to anyone by user who is only participant and description will not
be saved.

TNR-5329 Users or groups cannot be removed by keyboard from assignment. X Icon must be used.

TNR-4946 GenerateReportActionHandler now works correctly on MSSQL databases

16 issues
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Properties (tim.properties) added / changed

Actionhandlers added / changed

Serverconfig added / changed

Key Timers

TNR-5293 EscalationManager.performPastReminders
limit=-1 
Performs all exsisting reminders in a row

1 issue

Key Properties

TNR-5166 archivation-mail-subject=set your archive mail subject here
archivation-mail-text=set your archive mail text here
//see documentation for all possibilities like:
archivation-mail-subject-de-PROCESSNAME-ACTIVITYNAME

1 issue

Key Actionhandlers

No issues found

Key Serverconfig

DASH-662 <security-domain name="dash" cache-type="default"> 
                    <authentication> 
                        <login-module
code="com.dooris.dashboard.server.security.DashboardLoginModule" flag="required"/> 
                    </authentication> 
                </security-domain>

1 issue
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